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Quantitative analysis of concentration gradient and ionic currents associated
with hyphal tip growth in fungi

L. Limozin* and B. Denet
IRPHE–CNRS/Universite´s Aix-Marseille 1 et 2, Service 252, Faculte´ St. Jérôme, 13397 Marseille Cedex 20, France

~Received 17 December 1999; revised manuscript received 27 March 2000!

It has been shown previously that the nutrient gradient generated by a tip growing elongated cell induces an
ionic current entering the cell tip and looping back in the extracellular medium@L. Limozin, B. Denet and P.
Pelcé, Phys. Rev. Lett.78, 4881 ~1997!#. We apply this mechanism to the case of hyphae of fungi, using
realistic cell geometries, symport kinetics, proton pump permeabilities, and buffer concentrations. We show
that this mechanism contributes to a noticeable part of the external current intensity, related inner electrical
field and pH gradient, in agreement with experimental measurements. This provides a good example in
biological cells of interaction between shape and field, a common property of growing nonliving systems, such
as crystalline dendrites or electrodeposition.

PACS number~s!: 87.17.Aa, 87.16.Uv
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I. INTRODUCTION

Tip growth is the formation of tubes by fungal cells~hy-
phae!, neurons~dendrites and axons!, pollen grains or some
algae~rhizoids!. This growth mechanism involves the add
tion of new material at a very narrow area at the tip. T
growth rate depends on the external medium and the
orientation is very sensitive to external signals: among th
chemical ~chemotropism! and electric ~galvanotropism!.
These cells present a self-organization characterized by
eral tip to base gradients of diffusible substances~protons,
calcium! and electrical potential in intra and extracellul
media@1#. Experimental evidence indicates that these gra
ents are closely related to cell growth. Therefore, we
expect that they contribute to the self-organization of
system like a gradient of concentration or temperature in
case of a crystalline dendrite, a flame or in electrodeposi
@2#. The interaction of shape and diffusion field in biologic
cells has been studied theoretically using analogy with ph
cal systems@3#. In physical cases, a field keeps a unifor
value along the interface, influencing the local veloc
through the normal gradient. On a dual manner, for biolo
cal interfaces~the membrane separating extra and intrace
lar domain! a tangential gradient can be naturally creat
with a possible physiological relevance. We provide here
example of such a self-organization in real cells, namely
phae of fungi, in close relation with known biological litera
ture.

The best quantitatively studied gradients are electr
fields which reflect a very common property of growing h
phae: an ionic currents circulation entering the tip, flowi
across the cell, exiting farther from the trunk and loopi
back through the external medium@4#. Neurospora Crassa
andAchlya Bisexualishave been extensively studied as mo
els of growing fungal hyphae. These cells are tubes
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10–30 mm diameter and from 1 mm to many meters lon
These rapidly growing tubes (;10 mm/min) and their ex-
plorating tip are particularly adapted to fungi way of life
they degrade and transform organic matter in media mor
less rich in nutriments@5#. The intracellular potential is
largely depolarized at the tip ofNeurospora Crassa@6#. The
pattern and order of magnitude of the external electrical
tential was measured using a vibrating electrode@7#: this
system allows one to measure local~on a 10 mm scale! po-
tential differences with a sensitivity on the order of 1 nV.
appears that almost all hyphae generate an electrical pote
loop, with positive charge entering at the tip and leaving
trunk 200 to 300mm farther back~ @8# in Achlya Bisexualis;
@4# in Neurospora!. On this length scale diffusion can b
surely considered to dominate physiological convection@9#.
The current intensity entering at the tip is between 0.1 a
1 mA/cm2. Ion substitution experiments suggest that c
rents are carried by protons; this is confirmed by an exte
longitudinal pH gradient measured, basic at the tip and a
along the trunk. The proton-methionine cotransport syst
plays a crucial role in ionic circulation forAchlya, since
removal of methionine almost abolishes the currents@8#. A
similar role can be attributed to glucose forNeurospora. In
many cases~but not all! abolition of currents stops the
growth @4#. The internal electric field generated by this pr
ton circulation is measured with intracellular microelectrod
and varies between 10 and 200 mV/cm, with the high va
on the apical 400mm @10#.

In fungi, as in all plant cells, proton pumps maintain
negative cellular membrane potential by actively extrud
protons in the external medium. Jennings@11# proposed three
hypotheses to interpret tip depolarization@6# and ionic circu-
lation:

~1! There are fewer pumps near the tip or equivalen
more secondary transporters~by which protons enter the
cell!. This hypothesis of protein segregation is the most
mitted by biologists and has been dicussed in terms of ph
cal instabilities for symmetrical geometry@12#. However, it
probably gives too small a size for current loops in the c
of hyphae, as shown later in the paper.

ss:
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4068 PRE 62L. LIMOZIN AND B. DENET
~2! The membrane pump density is uniform, but their a
tivity is reduced near the tip; this interesting hypothesis
been studied inNeurospora@13,14#, assuming that the ATP
which fuels the pump is reduced near the tip due to grow
activity. We will come back to this interpretation at the e
of this paper.

~3! The pump activity is uniform, but protons enter mo
by cotransport near the tip; we develop here this last po
bility, showing that cotransport activity can be modulat
along the shape by a concentration variation due to a g
metrical effect, following@15#.

The distribution of an absorbed nutrient diffusing arou
a tip-shaped cell is studied here with more generality tha
this last paper. It is computed in direct analogy with a sol
field around growing crystalline dendrites or metallic agg
gates grown by electrodeposition.

In order to describe ionic circulation, we reduce the ge
eral system of reaction electrodiffusion equations involved
bioelectrical morphogenetic phenomena. Compared to
preliminary work@15#, we add three major points, each ha
ing a crucial influence on current intensity predicted by o
model:~i! the effect of the nonlinear flux of the symport,~ii !
the role of geometry in a confined medium,~iii ! the damping
effect of pump current due to intracellular potential and
variations.

The present study is divided in two parts: in the first p
we describe the concentration of absorbed nutriment aro
a tip-growing cell without any coupling with electrical e
fects. A physical prototype with uniform solute flux throug
the membrane is first studied, showing the decrease of
centration from tip to base due to the elongated geome
Then we take into account the weak nonlinear depende
on concentration which is characteristic of the symport fl
The concentration gradient induces a flux variation along
shape, but is damped by dissipation through the symport.
evaluate the effect of the proximity of growing cells in a
hyphal colony: the confinement increases greatly the grad
obtained in a medium of infinite extension. We conclude t
part by discussing the possible feedback effect of the gr
ent on growth using quantitative results of chemotropi
experiments inAchlya. In a second part, we add the electric
effects and we are interested in calculating the potential
pH gradient created by a circulation of protons both in e
ternal and internal media. Using reduced reaction electro
fusion equations, we can compute analytically these qua
ties for unidimensional diffusion in the cell. The currents
both a symport segregation or a differential symport activ
due to the previous external amino-acid gradient are t
calculated and compared. We, finally, compare our mec
nism with the other interpretations of current generat
available in the literature.

II. EXTERNAL ‘‘NATURAL’’ CONCENTRATION
GRADIENT

We study the concentration distribution in the extern
medium of a neutral nutrient absorbed by a tubular cell
radiusR and length 2l @R with a flux J through the mem-
brane. We assume that the typical time of the problem
given by the advection time due to tip growth, and is the
fore slow compared to diffusive processes@9#. Therefore, the
-
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solute is diffusing with the coefficient D in the quasistatio
ary regime and its concentration is the solution of a Lapla
equation. In Secs. II A and II B, the medium is of infinit
extension, and the reference concentrationc` is given far
from the cell. In this way we free ourselves from extern
length scales. In Sec. II C the medium is confined, and
boundary conditions will be precise there. We note ass the
curvilinear abscissa measured along the cell, starting fr
the tip. We are interested in the concentration in the vicin
of the membrane along the cell.

The cell shape is defined by an hyphoid curve@16# for
which the equation in cylindrical coordinates isz
5r cot(pr/R) whereR is the radius at the base. We cut th
tip-rounded tube at the lengthl and impose the symmetri
boundary condition at this base. To computec we use a
singularity method which is inspired from two-dimension
~2D! simulation of crystal dendritic growth@17#. For a 3D
axisymetric problem in an infinite extension medium, w
only calculate bothc and its normal derivative]c/]n along a
generating line of the shape. Corresponding equations
given in Appendix A. In a confined medium~hyphae in a
colony, Sec. II C!, we have also used in parallel a finit
element softwareFREEFEM developed by Pironneau an
Prud’homme ~freeware available at www.asci.fr!. In this
case, we have in general obtained similar results with b
methods.

A. Uniform flux: Geometrical effect

For simplicity of the analysis, we assume here that
membrane fluxJ.0 ~along the normal to the cell surface
entering in the cell! characterizing the nutrient absorption
uniform. Qualitatively, we expect that concentration wou
decrease along the tube from tip to base because the ab
ing surface is smaller at the tip~seen like a sphere of radiu
R) than at the base~seen like a cylinder of radiusR). From
dimensional considerations, the nutrient concentration ca
written

c~s!5c`F12
JR

Dc`
f ~s!G ,

where f only depends ons/ l and R/ l . In Fig. 1 we show
numerical curves of concentration along the tube as a fu
tion of distance from tip, for two different radiusR. We use
an analytical approximation at distances>R from the tip:

f ~s!.11
1

2
lnS ls

R2D . ~2.1!

At the base~or center! of the cell (s5 l ), this formula can
be interpreted like this: sufficiently far from it, the cell ca
be seen like a monopole which produces the same con
tration field as a sphere of equal surface, i.e., of radiusARl:
c(r )5c`2(Jl/D)(R/r ) where r is the distance from the
center. Assuming that this field is not very disturbed at
tip, the concentration is (r; l ): ct.c`(12JR/Dc`) and we
assume that this concentration line is almost spherical. At
base (r;R), the field cb is the one produced by a lon
cylinder; then betweenr 5R and r 5 l , we get ct2cb
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FIG. 1. Nondimensional concentration profi
c/c` along a hypha of radiusR55 mm or R
550 mm and lengthl 51 mm. Dashed line is
numerical calculation and solid line is calculate
with Eq. ~2.1!.
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5(JR/D)ln(l/R) and deduce the value off ( l )511 ln(l/R)
which coincides with Eq.~2.1!.

This formula does not describe concentration profile n
the tip, where the gradient should vanish by symmetry. F
ure 2 is a magnification of Fig. 1 at the vicinity of the ti
showing the amplitude of the natural gradient which c
feedback on growth~see Sec. II D!.

In a limited but isotropic external medium, we can su
pose that a concentrationc0 is given at a distancer max from
the base of the tube. In this case, the previous results are
same if takingc`5c01(JR/D)( l /r max); we numerically
checked this as long asr max2 l @R.

X5JR/DC` scales the concentration difference betwe
the cellular membrane and far from the cell. WhenX@1,
concentration near the cell is given byJR/D; when X!1
this concentration is almostc` . This parameter is useful to
study the influence of an external signal on the cell.

(JR/D)ln(l/R) gives the concentration difference betwe
tip and base; its magnitude determines the current loop
tensity described in the second part of this paper.

Relative variation of concentration between tip and b
has to be evaluated to examine a possible feedback effe
the gradient on growth. In particular, we evaluate relat
concentration differences in the tip area~Sec. II D!.

B. Michaëlis-Menten flux: Gradient damping

Generally, the entering membrane fluxJ depends on loca
external concentration and can be described by the clas
Michaëlis-Menten kinetics:J(c)5Jm@c/(c1KM)# whereJm
is the maximal flux of the transporter andKM its affinity to
the substrate, taken here as a variable parameter. This k
ics is appropriate to describe the flux of a nutrient absor
by symport with protons, assuming that the transporte
saturated by protons@18#. For high affinity (KM!c), the
flux is saturating atJm ; for low affinity (KM@c), flux and
concentration are proportional~the equivalent of a radiating
boundary condition in thermal sciences!. For mass diffusion,
we define the numberN5JmR/DKM by analogy with the
Nusselt number which characterizes heat transfer betwe
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solid body and its environment. Around a spherical cell, co
centration near the membrane readscm5c` /N11. When
N!1, cm.c` : resistance to solute transport principally o
curs in the membrane; whenN@1, cm!c` , and resistance
to the solute transport occurs in the solution.

In the high affinity limit (KM!c), we return to the pre-
vious case of uniform flux: the concentration difference b
tween tip and base is maximal and is due to the geometr
effect. However, the variation of flux due to concentration
small. For lower affinities, dependence of flux on concent
tion is large; but dissipation occuring in the membrane
duces both the flux and the concentration gradient due to
geometrical effect~Fig. 3, left!.

Therefore, we expect that the flux difference between
and base reaches a maximum for intermediary values of
affinity. This is shown on Fig. 3~right!, where this difference
Jtip2Jbase/Jm is drawn as a function ofKM and shows a
maximum atKM* 50.02 mM. Affinity measurements give
large range of values~between 1 mM and 1 mM! depending
on species and transport system type. Nevertheless,KM

510 mM is a typical value for methionine transpo
@19,20#. The parameters are chosen to describe the abs
tion of methionine (c`50.1 mM, D55310210 m2/s) by a
hypha of Achlya Bisexualis(R515 mm and l 51 mm!
through a methionine/proton symport (Jm.5
31027mol/m2s and KM between 1 mM and 1 mM
@8,10,20#!.

C. Confined medium: Gradient magnification

In a more realistic view, hyphae can be considered to
grown in a colony. In a first configuration, hyphae are gro
ing by creeping along a gel substrate. The nutrient conc
tration is fixed by a continuous flow in which the other fa
of the gel of thicknessL is soaking. For a dense mycelium
the culture can be taken as planar; we consider a slide
mycelium with lengthl and thickness 2R. Concentrationc`

is given at the distanceL ~Fig. 4, 2D!. This geometry was
examined previously for simplicity@15#: when symport is in
a.
FIG. 2. Same profiles as Fig. 1 in the tip are
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FIG. 3. Left: Effect of symport affinityKM

~mM! on variation of nondimensional concentra
tion c/c` along a hypha. Parameters~SI!: Jmax

5531027, D55310210, c`50.1. Hyphal ra-
dius R515 mm. Right: Flux difference between
tip and hyphal base divided byJmax, as a func-
tion of affinity KM ~mM!.
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the linear regime (KM51 mM!, the concentration gradien
reaches 30% along al 51 mm cell ~Fig. 5 left!.

More frequently hyphae are growing off from the gello
substrate into the tridimensional aqueous medium. This
perimental configuration allows measurements with the
brating probe. We noteL1 as the average distance betwe
individual hyphae, andL2 is the distance of the substrate
which the nutrient concentration is assumed to be uniform
c` . Each hypha is then assumed to be contained in a cy
der of diameterL1 with zero flux boundaries conditions, ex
cept at the top section~at distanceL2 from the base of the
hypha!, wherec is fixed atc` ~Fig. 4, 3D!. We emphasize
that this geometry is the same, at a smaller scale, for
crovilli of intestinal epithelial cells or some sensorial cel
We can expect analogous physical self-organization in th
systems. WhenL1! l , diffusion is almost unidimensional in
the axial direction and nutrient concentration can be ca
lated either:

In the linear limit of the symport (KM@c), we get the
profile along the hypha:

c~z!5c`

coshz/d

coshl /d1
L22 l

d
sinhl /d

~2.2!

with characteristic lengthd5L1/2ADKM/2JmaxR ~dotted
line in Fig. 5 right!, or

In the saturated limit, the profile is parabolic:

c~z!5c`H 12
JmaxR

Dc`
S 2l

L1
D 2

@2L2 / l 212~z/ l !2#J .

When KM5KM* , which maximizes the flux variation in
the nonconfined medium, symports at the tip are satura
but concentration decreases rapidly along the hypha and
base is in a linear regime. The numerically computed fl

FIG. 4. Geometry and boundary conditions for tw
dimensionnal culture on a substrate~2D! and in a tridimensional
solution ~3D!, where a colony of periodically distributed hypha
~distant ofL1) are growing vertically~direction -z).
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profile is well fitted by an exponential curve. For examp
whenL15400 mm, the flux decreases almost 60% from t
to base on a characteristic lengthl s5350 mm.

D. Possible feedback on growth and conclusion

We compare the intensity of the natural gradient produ
by the tip shape and the ones externally imposed to reor
the growth. In such experiments of chemotropism@21#, a
pipette containing one amino-acid is placed 100mm above
the hypha and is shifted away the same distance from
axis. The tip growth can be reoriented in the direction of t
pipette containing methionine as soon as the concentra
difference felt across the tip exceeds 1%.

Now for a hypha of radius 15mm with saturated sympor
in an infinite medium, calculated methionine concentrat
steps from 0.615 c̀ to 0.595 c̀ on the first 15mm at the
tip ~see also Fig. 2!. Theoretically, this natural gradient o
3% is sufficient to influence or even sustain tip growth. A
cording to Schreurs@21#, the chemotropic effect could b
mediated by specific methionine receptors: when they are
saturated, they can feel a great natural gradient produce
saturated symports. Moreover, the maximum of variation
localized at the tip growing region, a very restricted area
20 mm near the apex@22#.

As a conclusion for this part, we have shown that hyp
cells create a natural concentration gradient of absorbed
trient along their shape. In close analogy with the crystall
dendrite, this gradient is strong enough to feedback
growth, if the nutrient has morphogenetic properties. In
next part, we will show that the differential activity of th
symport between tip and base is sufficient to be at the or
of the ionic circulation measured in these cells.

III. IONIC CURRENTS

A. Reduction of reaction-electrodiffusion equations

Ions circulating in biological cells are put in motion b
active transport~energy is provided chemically by ATP!
through the membrane and diffuse in external or inter
medium. In solution, their motion obeys Nernst-Planck el
trodiffusion equations with chemical reaction terms. The s
tem is closed with the Gauss equation linking the electri
field divergence with the charge density. Larter and Ortole
presented a multiscale approach to reduce these equa
and applied it to self-electrophoresis@23#. With similar as-
sumptions, we educe this system as follows.

The characteristic time scale of morphogenetic proces
exceeds 1000 s. Therefore, we can neglect the capac
effects of the membrane~1 ms! which are caused by the
localized space charge contained in the Debye layer.
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FIG. 5. Left: 2D medium, concentration pro
files for varying mycelial thicknessL ~mm!.
Right: 3D confined medium, concentration pro
files at KM51 mM for varying interhyphal dis-
tanceL1 when reference concentration is fixed
L2 ~plain curve L252mm; dashed curveL2

51.5 mm; dot line is formula 2.2 forL1

50.2 mm andL251.5 mm).
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shown in@24#, it is not possible to obtain fast electrical in
stabilities with this assumption. However, we can get in t
way the slow diffusive instability proposed by Le´onetti and
Dubois-Violette@25# as proven in@26#.

The characteristic length scale is the cell’s diame
~minimum 10 mm). First, we neglect the Debye layer su
rounding the membrane where space charge is nonzero
typical ionic strength, its thickness is of the order of a fe
nm. Second, we suppose that chemical reactions are fa
typical time scale for an acido-basic reaction istR;1026s.
If protons are crossing the membrane, their reaction w
some buffer will occur in a thin reactive layer of negligib
thicknesslR;ADtR,0.1 mm @26#.

Outside of these layers, the electroneutrality condition
fulfilled and reactions are equilibrated. The system can
written in terms of effective diffusion equations for each sp
cies. As explained above, for slow processes like growth
quasistationarity assumption leads to Laplacian equati
which are verified by each species concentrations and
potential.

B. Effective boundary conditions and physical properties

In Appendix B, we combine Nernst-Planck fluxJW

52D(¹W c1zc¹W c) to derive effective boundary condition
for quasistationary diffusion of reacting charged spec
crossing a membrane. As mentioned in Appendix B, the c
rect quantitative description of protons and potential requ
the introduction of major biochemical ingredients, name
buffers and counterions~see Table I!. Buffers are either mo-
bile ~notationM, diffusion coefficientDÞ0, typically phos-
phates or carbonates!, or fixed ~notation F,D50). These
latter buffering sites are located in both some lipids of
membrane~plasmic and from internal organelles! and in
some amino-acid constituting proteins, for example from
cytoskeleton. They are consequently bound to some cell
structure and are therefore not diffusing. We relate r
fluxes at the membrane to the gradient in the bulk of so
tion, by writing a conservation of chemical species throu
the Debye and reactive layers.
s

r

for

: a

h
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e
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a
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y

s
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e

e
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l
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Real fluxesJm through membrane proteins depend,
principle, on local concentration and potential, i.e., inside
double layers. We suppose that we can replace these
values by values outside of the layers, and that effec
permeabilities compensate for a possible difference betw
these values.

We note that a passive ion~not actively transported at th
membrane!, which does not react with protons, is at rest in
stationary regime. It can be understood by remarking th
first, the flux divergence vanishes~conservation of the spe
cies in the stationary regime, without chemical reactio!.
Second, if the flux through the membrane is passive, it
be written everywhere as a gradient and its rotationa
therefore zero either in external, internal media and throu
the membrane. These two conditions force the flux to van
This extends Ferrier’s results@27# where nontransported spe
cies at the membrane remain at equilibrium in the en
medium.

Generally, charged forms of buffers cannot cross
membrane in the absence of specific transporters. Ph
ological buffers with a neutral form able to directly cross t
membrane have generally apK!pH ~which impliesa.1,
with the notation of Appendix B!; we therefore neglect the
leak of protons due to membrane permeability to the mob
buffer: JM

m5JHM
m 50.

Moreover, when the flux of the counterion can be n
glected (JK

m50), variations of pH and potential are direct
proportional, according to

dpH

dc
5

Szk
2ck

@H#~gF1gM !
, ~3.1!

which comes from the third equation of system~B1! of Ap-
pendix B and where we noted

gF5
cFKF

~@H#1KF!2
, gM5

cMKM

~@H#1KM !2
.

nless
TABLE I. Parameters values. Proton H, mobile buffer M, fixed buffer F, potassium K, dimensio
electric potentialc.

Species H1 M1HM F1 /F2 K1 c

External~mM! pHe56.5 cMe51 1 0
Cytoplasm~mM! pHi56.9 cMi52 150/100 200 25.2
Equil. const. pKM56 6/8.5
Permeability~m/s! 1023–1022 531025 531027

Diffusion (m2/s) 1028 1029 0/0 231029
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4072 PRE 62L. LIMOZIN AND B. DENET
At the numerator is the ionic force which damps poten
variations. At the denominator, the buffering power, whi
damps pH variations. Furthermore, we can express pote
variations as a function of membrane proton flux in a sph
cal cell of radiusR:

dc52
RJH

m

DHe f f@K1#

with the effective diffusion coefficient De f f5(DH
1gMDM)/(11gM1gF). We get here an expression first d
rived in more restrictive conditions@28#. Hence the potentia
gradient is increased by the presence of fixed buffers, wh
create a gradient of fixed charged and an associated ele
static potential. This effect is reduced by the presence
mobile buffers which concurrently bind and carry proton
We emphasize here that the effective conductivity which
pears in the tension-current relation can differ very mu
from its classical measurement in electrolyte, using an ex
nally imposed voltage gradient. This is due to the fact tha
bioelectric phenomena, the electrical field is not imposed
an external source but is only a consequence of ionic dif
ential diffusion. Consequently species are not carrying c
rent proportionally to their concentration, but depending
the way they are actively transported at the membrane.

C. Membrane flux for symports and pumps

We assume that the current loop on hypha is gener
either by the nonuniformity of the symports distributio
~segregation!, or by the nonuniformity of symports activity
due to the external gradient. In both cases, we can write
variation of proton influx through the symports on the ch
acteristic lengthl s asdJs;dJ@e2z/ l s2 l s / l #, the function of
the longitudinal coordinatez.

We take for the proton pump flux:

Jp5a
Kp* @H# i

Kp1@H# i
~cm2cp!5

Jp
max@H# i

Kp1@H# i

with a saturating constant for protonsKp between 1025 and
1024 mM; a reversal potential for currentcp5213; a
maximal fluxJp

max5aKp* (cm2cp) with aKp* between 1027

and 1026 mol/m2s. Parameters are chosen to fit the curre
voltage characteristic of the pump obtained by Sanders@29#.
Hence pump permeability to protons is

PH5
]Jp

]@H# i
5

Jp
maxKp

~Kp1@H# i !
2

.10232231022 m/s,

with cytoplasmic pH around 7. The perturbation on symp
proton current is damped by the dependance of pump cur
in both potential and pH. This damping is represented by
total permeability of the pump:

P5
J̄p

@H# i
S Kp

Kp1@H# i
1

1

c̄m2cp

@H# i

KF1@H# i
D 5PH1Pc ,

where we introduced relation~3.1!. WhenpKF56 @30#, P is
approximately between 1023 and 1022 m/s. We notelc
l
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5ADR/2P as the damping length where there appears
real cytoplasmic diffusion coefficient of protons

D5gMDMS 11
@H#

@H#1KF
D.231026 m2/s.

Parameters values are summarized in Table I and are t
from @8,14,30#.

D. Elongated cell: unidimensional internal diffusion

We consider the loop of a diffusing species circulati
inside and outside of a tubular cell of radius R. Ifl51/k is
the size of the loop, the ratio of internal to external conce
tration multiplied by diffusion coefficients is

Dici

Dece
~R!52

K1I 0

I 1K0
~kR!,

whereI andK are the modified Bessel functions. This rat
scales as 2/@ ln(kR)(kR)2#;100 whenkR;0.1. Because cur-
rent loop size exceeds ten times the cell diameter, exte
species variations are negligible compared to internal on
In particular, variations of membrane potentialcm5c i2ce
are entirely due to internal potential.

A second geometrical simplification consists in assum
an unidimensional diffusion inside the cell, along the ax
This is again true whenl@R, wherel scales as the size o
the phenomenon.

Under the different previous assumptions, the proton c
centration inside the cell satisfies the following equation:

l2
d2h

dz2
2h5Js /P,

which is analogous to the stationary cable equation use
classical electrophysiology. We compute bothh and the total
proton fluxJ as functions of distance from tip:

h~z!5
dJ/P

x221
~x2e2z/ l s2xe2z/lc!2dJ/P

l s

l
,

~3.2!

J~z!5
dJ

x221
~e2z/ l s2xe2z/lc!.

We notex5 l s /lc as the ratio of flux perturbation lengthl s
to the damping lengthlc . The entering flux at the tip read
J(0)52dJ/(11x), the distance where currents reverse~or
current loop size!: z05 l s@ ln x/(x21)#;ls, the maximum ex-
iting current:

dJ
x

11x
12x

11x
.

E. Membrane protein segregation

The usual explanation for current loops inAchlya in-
volves an increase of symport density at the tip@8,31# ~or a
decrease of pumps density!. Even if this hypothesis is the
simplest, proposed mechanisms to support protein segr
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FIG. 6. Longitudinal distribu-
tion of free protons in a hypha
~relative to a mean value! and of
currents caused by the extern
methionine gradient in illimited
medium.
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tion and observations are rare. We can then argue that
segregation is possible through the binding of symports
specific cortical cytoskeletal structure~for example stretch-
activated receptors for calcium@32#!. This prevents proteins
from being advected by the front-rear membrane flow due
growth, in the frame of the tip. In this hypothesis, the leng
l s should be around 10mm, the size of actin cortex. By thi
mechanism, the current loops size, of the order ofl s , re-
mains largely shorter than observations.

The second possibility is that membrane proteins are k
at the tip by electrophoretic or electro-osmotic forces. El
trophoresis is too weak to move proteins at tip growth r
(;10 mm/min) even with the strong internal measur
electric field@15#. A cytoplasmic streaming~possibly of elec-
troosmotic origin! is observed, reaching speed greater th
the tip growth rate. In this case proteins in the membra
could be distributed with large scale gradient and then g
erate large scale currents loops. However, a segrega
mechanism involving slow movements of proteins in t
membrane cannot explain a rapid response of current to
dium change.

F. Differential symport activity due to the natural gradient

We examine now the effect of the differential activity
symports along the cell due to the external methionine g
dient. In the medium of infinite extension, gradients of p
tons and currents are given in Fig. 6 for different total p
meabilitiesP of the pump. Currents are of weak magnitud
and pH gradients are strong for low permeability.

In a colony the large methionine gradient is defined w
dJ;Jmax/2 and l s;300 mm ~affinity KM50.01 mM and
maximal flux Jm510 mA/cm2, interhyphal distanceL1
;500 mm). For two values of the total pump permeabili
P, different characteristics of the proton loop are summari
in Table II.

Experimental measurements are well fitted for a perm
ability P51023 m/s. Taking into account these results, it
clear that ionic currents inAchlyacan largely be caused b
the external methionine gradient.

IV. DISCUSSION

In this paper we have addressed the question of whe
diffusion gradients naturally produced by elongated ce
could account for physiological phenomena. This problem
attractive because of its analogy with physical growth p
nomena. Taking the example of fungal hyphae in realis
conditions, the answer is positive as far as ionic currents
is
o

o

pt
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manifestations of cellular physiology. This is a striking e
ample of the interaction of shape and field in the livin
world, a phenomenon usual in nonliving growth. Howev
due to the complexity of the system, we mention some po
which will require a deeper analysis.

The quantitative estimation of currents is principa
based on symport characteristics: maximal fluxJm and affin-
ity KM . However, these parameters have been scarcely m
sured and we have extracted values indirectly from the
erature. Moreover different symport types with differe
affinities can be found with the same substrate. Parame
for methionine cotransport should, therefore, be carefu
measured inAchlya. The natural concentration gradient w
evaluate for methionine should occur for every absorbed
trient. Every amino acid and nutrient like sugar is cotran
ported in plant or fungal cell with protons. There are ad
tionnal contributions to proton currents from all the
symports, each depending on a parameterJm andKM . These
effects can greatly increase our estimation of currents du
natural gradients.

This model predicts a large cytoplasmic pH gradient~see
Table II!, acidic at the tip. Contradictory measurements
given in the literature: basic pH at the tip@33# in Neurospora
or no detectable gradient inSaprolegna@34# or Neurospora
@35#. It is argued that the use of intracellular probes cou
disturb the real gradient and distort measurements. Never
less our modeling of intracellular pH is extremely simp
We neglect acids produced by metabolism, which are an
ternal source of protons exiting from mitochondria. Relati
~3.1! fitting the ratio of pH and potential variation, is sti
valid in this case because it does not depend directly on
presence of internal sources. But this relation imposesdpH
.dc which is not consistent with both electrical and p

TABLE II. Characteristics of the proton current loop generat
by the methionine gradient in a confined medium, as a function
the total pump permeabilityP.

PermeabilityP m/s 1022 1023

Tip current mA/cm2 20.5 21
Base current mA/cm2 0.05 0.2
Currents inversion mm 100 200
d@H# i sur 1 mm mM 531025 431024

dpHi sur 1 mm 0.2 0.6
dc i sur 1 mm(KF@@H# i) RT/F 0.05 0.4
dc i sur 1 mm(KF;@H# i) RT/F 0.2 1
dVm sur 1 mm(KF;@H# i) mV 5 25
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gradient measurement. However, for charge conservation
internal source of proton should be compensated by ex
sion of cations through the membrane, for instance, po
sium. In this case the potassium flux is not negligible, wh
invalidates Eq.~3.1!: this effect could, therefore, give a rela
tion between pH and the potential which matches with
periments.

We showed that in the case ofAchlya, segregation of
transport proteins could hardly be extended enough to
plain large current loops. However, segregation is not inco
patible with our mechanism of differential activity. It seem
clear that in some systems like pollen tube or certain fun
currents are primarily caused by a spatial separation betw
pumps which expels protons and symports which bring p
tons into the cell. By its simplicity, the mechanism describ
in this paper is very generic for all tip-shaped cells but o
explains currents entering at the tip. Segregation could re
it to account for exiting apical currents in old hyphae
Achlya @36#.

The present mechanism links current circulation w
elongated shape, and indirectly with growing tubes: first,
cause shape is a consequence of growth process; se
because gradients of nutrients and thus currents are a p
of cell health~and growth, in the case of hyphae!. In a pre-
viously described mechanism@13#, growth and current are
related more directly. Apical endothermic growing activity
expected to be responsible for a cytoplasmic ATP defici
the tip region. Consequently, pumps close to the tip are
fueled with ATP and their proton expelling activity is re
duced: protons enter preferentially at the tip. Convers
pumps far from the tip expel more protons to maintain me
brane potential in the entire cell. Currents can be seen a
energy transfer from base to tip in order to keep tip me
brane potential sufficently polarized. This interesting hypo
esis should be carefully examined, taking into account v
complex cytoplasmic ATP regulation. An internal ATP gr
dient has already been predicted in intact epithelial re
cells @37#. As with calcium for signaling, a study of such a
ATP gradient would be of great importance to explore c
energetics. We notice that the theoretical framework for s
a future study is already provided in this paper, since prot
and ATP are both produced in mitochondries, consumed
pumps at the membrane and are probably effectively diff
ing in the medium.
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APPENDIX A: NUMERICAL METHOD

The problem is to solve a Laplace equationDf50 inside
and outside of a closed continuous surfaceS of space. We
define the Green function of the Laplace equation in 3D
two points of spaceM and P ~P is usually describing the
surface!: G(M ,P)521/4pM P. The integral equation relat
ing G andf reads
an
l-
s-
h

-

x-
-

i,
en
-

d
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-
nd,
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ss

,
-
an
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-
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ll
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;MPS,E
S
f~P!

]G

]nP
~M ,P!dSP1

a~M !

2p
f~M !

5E
S

]f

]nP
G~M ,P!dSP , ~A1!

wherea(M ) is the angle ofS in M (2p in the interior,p in
the exterior,6p/2 in a corner with right angle!. Because of
axisymmetry, we can integrateG according to the angula
coordinateu ~we noter, z as the two other cylindrical coor
dinates!

G* ~r,zur8,z8![E
0

2p

G~rW,rW8!r8du852
r8

pAD
KSA4rr8

D D
with D5(r2r8)21(z2z8)214rr8 and K(k)
5*0

p/2@du/(12k2 sin2 u)# ~elliptic function of the first kind!.
We define also

H* ~r,zur8,z8![E
0

2p

¹W rW8G~rW,rW8!•nW ~rW8!r8du8

52
1

2pD3/2
$2Dnr8K~k!

1@„r22r821~z2z8!2
…nr8

12r8nz8~z2z8!#P~k2,p/2,k!%

~A2!

with

P~k2,p/2,k!5E
0

p/2 du

~12k2 sin2u!3/2

~elliptic function of the second kind!. Following @17#, we
discretize Eq.~A1!:

(
j

Gi j qj5(
j

Hi j uj ,

whereu is the field andq5]u/]n is its normal derivative
alongS. H includes@a(M )/2p#f(M ) andHii is calculated
by Hii 52( j Þ iHi j 21. Influence coefficients are integra
calculated by a Gauss quadrature.Gii 21 ,Gii ,Gii 11 ,
Hii 21 ,Hii 11 diverge logarithmically and are treated sep
rately.

APPENDIX B: BOUNDARY CONDITIONS

ProtonsH are diffusing with coefficientDH in a medium
containing mobile buffersM ~chargezM , diffusion DM),
fixed buffers~chargezF), and counterions (zK ,DK). We es-
tablish here the relations between membrane flux~with m
superscript! and gradients in the bulk. In the quasistationa
regime, the total flux of chemical speciesH, M, andK are
conserved between membrane and bulk, i.e., through the
active layer and the Debye layer:
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JW M
m1JWHM

m 5JW M
tot52DM$¹@HM #1~zM11!@HM #¹c

1¹@M #1zM@M #¹c%,

JWH
m1JWHM

m 5JWH
tot52DH~¹@H#1@H#¹c!

2DM$¹@HM #1~zM11!@HM #¹c%,

JWK
m5JWK

tot52DK~¹@K#1@K#¹c!

with dimensionless electrical potentialc5ef/RT. In the
bulk, chemical reactions are equilibrated and electroneu
ity is fulfilled:

HM
M1HKM5
@H#@M #

@HM #
, cM5@HM #1@M #,

HF
F1HKF5
@H#@F#

@HF#
, cF5@HF#1@F#,

@H#1zF@F#1~zF11!@HF#1zM@M #

1~zM11!@HM #1zK@K#50.

Considering small gradients, we linearize and comb
the previous equations to keep only the three variables
ton concentration@H#, total mobile buffer concentrationcM ,
and potentialc:
.

e

,

N.

,
an
l-

e
o-

JWH
m1~12a!JWHM

m 2aJW M
m52~Dh1gMDM !~¹h1h¹c!,

JW M
tot5JW M

m1JWHM
m 52DM~¹cM1zM8 cM¹c!, ~B1!

2zK

JWK
m

DK
2zM8

JW M
tot

DM
52~11gM1gF!¹@H#

1~z
M

82
cM1zK

2 @K# !¹c

Where

gF5
cFKF

~@H#1KF!2
, gM5

cMKM

~@H#1KM !2
,

a5
@H#

@H#1KM
5

@HM #

@HM #1@M #

is the non-dissociated acid fraction, andzM8 5zM1a is the
total charge of the mobile buffer@i.e., the one of (12a)M
1aHM #.
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